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Abstract:
In this project we investigated the biological function of the genes Mrub_2120,
Mrub_2121, Mrub 2122, Mrub_2123 and Mrub_2124 (KEGG map number 02010). We predict
these genes encode components of a branched-chain amino acid ATP Binding Cassette (ABC)
transporter: 1) Mrub_2120 (DNA coordinates 2169247-2170416 on the reverse strand) encodes
the branched-chain amino acid binding protein that is localized to the periplasm; 2) Mrub_2121
(DNA coordinates 2170433..2171353 on the reverse strand) encodes the first TMD; 3)
Mrub_2122 (DNA coordinates 2171365..2172279 on the reverse strand) encodes the second
TMD; 4) Mrub_2123 (DNA coordinates 2172276..2173028 on the reverse strand) encodes the
first NBD; 5) Mrub_2124 (DNA coordinates 2173025…2173735 on the reverse strand) encodes
the second NBD. This branched-chain amino acid transport system has been found in E. coli K12 MG1655 which was used as the model organism in this study. The predicted homologs of
Mrub_2120, Mrub_2121, Mrub_2122, Mrub_2123 and Mrub_2124, are livK, livH, livM, livG
and livF, respectively. Together, these genes form an operon encoding for an ABC transporter
that selectively transports branched-chain amino acids across the intracellular plasma membrane
of bacteria. This project is part of the Meiothermus ruber genome analysis project, which
predicts gene function using the bioinformatics tools collected under the umbrella of the Guiding
Education through Novel Investigation–Annotation Collaboration Toolkit (GENI-ACT).
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Introduction:
Transporters are a diverse and vital component of membrane transport because they work
to bring things in and out of a cell across a membrane. Their diversity is indicative of many
different types and functions within the class of transporters. ATP Binding Cassette (ABC)
transporters have come to be known as the largest and oldest family of transporters to be
identified yet. ABC transporters utilize the energy of ATP binding and hydrolysis to transport
various substrates across cellular membranes (Vasilis et al., 2009). As previously stated, ABC
transporters are representative of the largest protein family to be identified thus far, and this is
mainly because they can be located in both bacteria and eukaryotes. However, in bacteria the
ABC transporters work as importers and exporters while in eukaryotes they function as strictly
exporters. ABC transporters are characterized by an ATP binding subunit. The typical structure
of ABC transporters is made up of 4 functional units: two nucleotide-binding domains (NBD)
and two transmembrane domains (TMD). These functional units can be represented as NBD1,
NBD2, TMD1 and TMD2. Within the large category of ABC transporters there are many
classifications of transport systems, however, a particular one of interest for this study is the
branched-chain amino acid transport system. Within humans, there are 48 different ABC
transporters that can be linked to disease in humans (Wilkens, 2015).
In the case of this particular research, the system of interest is a specific type of ABC
transporter classified as a branched-chain amino acid transporter. Leucine, isoleucine and valine
are all classified as branched-chain amino acids. The branched-chain amino acid ABC

transporter of interest in this study is encoded by the liv genes. These genes enable the transfer of
branched-chain amino acids from the periplasm across the intracellular plasma membrane into
the cytoplasm. There are several E.coli locus tags associated with branched-chain amino acid
transport as displayed in Figure 1: b3458, b3457, b3456, b3455 and b3454. The genes that are
associated with this specific system include livF, livH, livK, livM and livG while the proteins
associated include LivF, LivH, LivK, LivM and LivG, respectively (Quay et al., 1977).

Figure 1. The branched-chain amino acid ABC transporter pathway of E. coli. RNA polymerase
binds to the promoter region to begin the transcription of livK, livH, livM, livG and livF genes.
DNA is then transcribed into mRNA, followed by translation of the mRNA transcript by 50S and
30S ribosomes. The result of the translation is the produced proteins LivF, LivH, LivK, LivM
and LivG (Keseler et al., 2013).

The organism of study used in this research is Meiothermus ruber. E. coli acts as the
model organism because it has been widely studied and much is already known about it. The
name Meiothermus ruber has been derived from the Greek words “meion” meaning lesser,
“thermus” meaning hot and “ruber” meaning red. M. ruber is a Gram-negative, non-motile, nonspore-forming, red-pigmented thermophilic species that thrives in high temperature ares between
35-70℃, stemming from the genus of Meiothermus (Tindall et al., 2010). The Meiothermus
ruber DSM 1279 genome is approximately 3,097,457 bp in length and includes 3,052 proteincoding genes (Tindall et al., 2010). It will be used to compare the M. ruber genome to the E.

coli genome in order to find orthologs within the branched-chain amino acid transporter system
(Tindall et al., 2010).
The M. ruber locus tags of interest include: Mrub_2120, Mrub_2121, Mrub_2122,
Mrub_2123 and Mrub_2124. These genes of interest (GOI’s) were identified using the KEGG
database (Kanehisa et al., 2016). An operon is known as a unit made up of linked genes that is
thought to regulate other genes typically responsible for protein synthesis. In the case of M.
ruber, it is suspected that these genes form an operon. Using all five locus tags from our E. coli
genes (b3454-b3458), it can be shown that our model organism’s genes of interest (GOI’s) are all
part of an operon as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 displays the locus tags of the E. coli GOI’s
starting at the red underline with b3456 and then b3454, b3455, b3457 and b3458 on adjacent
sides. All of the genes are highlighted in green, which is indicative of their similar function:
membrane transport. Each gene of interest is indeed part of an operon because the four genes in
sequence with the marker gene are the same color and all have similar names. Each locus tag is
indicative of a different liv gene each with a different function. The genes are as follows: livK,
livH, livM, livG and livF, and include the functions of branched-chain amino acid transport
system substrate-binding protein, branched-chain amino acid transport system permease protein
and branched-chain amino acid transport system ATP-binding protein (Kanehisa et al. 2016).
Since the Meiothermus ruber GOI’s are suspected to be orthologous to the model organism’s, it
is predicted that the M. ruber genes will form an operon as well.

Figure 2. A segment of genes within the Escherichia coli K-12 genome. The genes of interest
begin at amino acid position 3590747 and are transcribed in the reverse direction. Image taken
from IMG/M (Markowitz et al., 2012).

The purpose of this study is to identify orthologs of E. coli and M. ruber within an ABC
transport system. It has been suggested that the Mrub_2120 is not an ortholog of E. coli b3458,
Mrub_2121 is an ortholog of E. coli b3457, Mrub_2122 is an ortholog of the E. coli b3456,
Mrub_2123 is an ortholog of E. coli b3455 and Mrub_2124 is an ortholog of E. coli b3457 which
together make up the various subunits needed for ABC transport.
Materials and Methods:
Identifying Meiothermus ruber orthologs in the E. coli K-12 genome
Nucleotide and amino acid sequences for the genes of interest (GOI) were obtained from
gene details pages in the KEGG database (Kanehisa et al., 2016). The ABC transporter pathway
for the branched-chain amino acid transporter was obtained from KEGG for M. ruber, and from
both KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2016) and EcoCyc for E. coli (Keseler et al. 2013 ). To identify the
GOIs as orthologs, each amino acid sequence was BLASTed (Altschul et al., 1990; Madden,
2012) against the opposite species’s genome – M. ruber genes were BLASTed as the query
sequence against the E. coli K-12 genome and vice versa. The top BLAST hit for each gene was
recorded as well as the hit for the suspected corresponding ortholog of interest. Significant bit
scores and E-values were recorded as well. If the respective ortholog of interest was not among
the list of hits (or didn’t have a low enough E-value), the genes were suspected not to be
orthologs.
Alternative Open Reading Frame and Clustal Alignment Analysis
To verify the correct start codon/starting point in the gene alignment, an IMG/M
alternative reading frame map was utilized. The GOI was found by searching the IMG database
(Markowitz et al., 2012) for the locus tag . Once the correct gene was identified, the alternative
reading frame of amino acids was generated to look for a Shine-Delgarno sequence or other

potential start codons in the same reading frame. This would verify that the predicted start codon
is correct if no other potential start codons could be identified. To generate a clustal alignment of
sequences taken from multiple closely related species, T-Coffee was used (Notredame et al.,
2000). The sequences used for T-coffee were taken from a list of BLAST hits. The GOI’s were
BLASTed against the entire GEN database. Closely related species (about 8-10) were taken from
the list and plugged into T-coffee along with the GOI. This generated a clustal sequence
alignment that was subsequently used to create a Weblogo Panel (Crooks et al., 2004). Highly
conserved amino acids were identified based on the Weblogo and recorded in the lab notebook.
The purpose of these two tools was to see how well the start codons lined up across multiple
related species as well as determine how conserved the starting methionine was in these species.
This analysis was done for M. ruber genes only. The start codons for E. coli are assumed to be
accepted (control).
Paralog Identification
Paralogs were identified using the gene details pages located in the KEGG database
(Kanehisa et al., 2016). These were the same gene details pages used to obtain the FASTA
sequences used for all the bioinformatics tools. “Paralog” was selected from the SSDB
information, and the number of paralogs of each GOI as well as the names of some of the top hits
were recorded in the lab notebook.
Cell Localization Information
The bioinformatics tool PSORT-B (Yu et al., 2010) was used to determine the cell
localization of each M. ruber gene and its corresponding ortholog in E. coli. Amino acid
sequences of the genes were plugged into the PSORT-B query, and localization scores were
assigned to each of several locations in the cell: cytoplasmic membrane, cytoplasm, periplasm,

outer membrane and extracellular based on a scale of 10. The highest score indicated the
predicted location for the protein product of each gene.
To determine the number of transmembrane helices, TMHMM software was utilized
(Krogh et al., 2001; Krogh and Rapacki, 2016; Sonnhammer et al., 1998). Amino acid sequences
for each gene were plugged into the query box, and a TMHMM graph outlying the number of
transmembrane helices was generated. SignalP (Petersen et al., 2011) and LipoP (Juncker et al.,
2003) were used to predict the presence of a signal peptide using probabilities and identify the
type of signal peptide. Amino acid sequences were plugged into the query box of each tool and
probability plots were generated. Gram-negative bacteria was selected as the query type. Phobius
was also utilized in this same manner (Kall et al., 2004; Kall et al., 2007). If signal peptidases
were present, the cleavage sites were also generated by these data.
Determining Structural and Functional Features
To determine the functional and structural characteristics of M. ruber and E. coli
orthologs, CDD, TIGRFAM, Pfam and PDB bioinformatics tools were utilized. CDD (Marchler
Bauer et al., 2015) was accessed by clicking the superfamily name at the top of the previously
generated BLAST outputs. COG names and numbers were recorded for the top two hits of each
gene as well as the bit scores and E-values. The COG’s of the orthologs were then compared for
functional similarities.
For TIGRFAM (Haft et al., 2001), amino acid sequences were plugged into the query and
submitted for analysis. The data was filtered to show only hits below an E-value of 0.01
(significance cut-off). Similar to CDD, TIGRFAM numbers and names were recorded and
compared to the suspected corresponding orthologs for functional similarities. Bit scores and Evalues were recorded as well.

For Pfam (Finn et al., 2014; Finn et al., 2016), amino acid sequences were plugged into
the query box analyzed to determine the protein family and clan. Family names and numbers,
and clan names and numbers were recorded along with their bit scores and E-values.
Additionally, HMM Weblogos generated on Pfam were catalogued showing highly conserved
amino acids in each of the known proteins. This logo contained only genes matching the Pfam
hits, not the direct GOI plugged into the query.
PDB (Berman et al., 2000 [Internet]; Berman et al., 2000) was used to determine the
structural properties of the proteins encoded by the GOI’s. Amino acid sequences were plugged
into the query box and submitted for analysis. A positive hit is indicative of a protein that has
been successfully crystallized and catalogued. No hit indicates that the protein’s structure has yet
to be verified via crystallography.
Operon Verification
To verify that the GOI’s operate as part of an operon, IMG/M (Markowitz et al., 2012)
was used once again. As previously done, the gene detail pages were found by searching for the
locus tags of the individual genes. A chromosome map was then generated using the “color by
KEGG” option. This produces a map of the entire chromosome detailed with the functional
properties of each individual gene on the chromosome. Operons were identified by looking at the
colors of neighboring genes to see if they were the same color and were being transcribed in the
same direction. After this, another chromosome map was generated. This time, however, the
GOI’s were compared to the homologs of other related species. Operons were identified on this
map by how well the suspected operon stayed conserved across the different species (Markowitz
et al., 2012).

Site-Directed Mutagenesis
The last activity done in this study was a site-directed mutagenesis of a one of the GOI’s
(both M. ruber and E. coli orthologs). The site-directed mutagenesis was performed on
Mrub_2122 and b3456. Using NEBaseChanger (Biolabs; Betts and Russell, 2003), a highly
conserved glycine residue at amino acid position 50 (Mrub) and 51 (E. coli) was deleted from the
sequence. This mutation will be carried out in later experiments using wet-lab techniques, and
functional genomics will be performed to see how the mutation affects the degree to which M.
ruber and E. coli can transport branched-chain amino acids with a mutated ABC transporter.

Results:
Table 1. E.coli b3458 and Mrub_2120 are orthologs
Bioinformatics Tool Used

E.coli Gene b3458

BLAST against opposite
genome

Branched-chain amino acid ABC transporter substrate-binding
protein [Meiothermus ruber]
E-value: 5e-51

CDD Data

LivK (COG0683)
E-value: 2.40e-102

Mrub_2120

E-value: 8.79e-59

Cellular Localization

Anchored to the periplasmic side of the inner membrane

TIGRfam- Protein Family

urea_ABC_UrtA: urea ABC transporter (TIGR03407)
E-value: 4.2e-4

Pfam- Protein Family

E-value: 7.8e-8

Periplasmic Binding Protein (PF13458)
E-value: 1.7e-61

E-value: 1.6e-71

Protein Database

KEGG Pathway Map

1USG

4EVQ

L-leucine-binding protein

Crystal structure of ABC
transporter from R. palustris solute binding protein
(RPA0668) in complex with
4-hydroxybenzoate

E-value: 0.00

E-value: 8.70812E-42

ABC Transporters
KEGG Number: 02010

Table 1 is a summary of all of the bioinformatics data collected in order to compare the
orthologs E. coli b3458 gene to Mrub_2120. The first row of data is the comparison of results
after running a BLAST against each gene. In the case of these two genes there was in fact a
significant hit when the sequences were run against each other. The branched-chain amino acid
ABC transporter substrate-binding protein [Meiothermus ruber] had an e-value of about 5e-51,
showing its significance. The next row shows the data collected from the CDD when the BLAST
was run. The CDD found the same name and COG number when each of the gene sequences was
run through the database. The COG number and name were found to be COG0683 and LivK,
respectively. Both genes also had very small E-values, showing the significance of the results.
Bioinformatics tools such as SignalP, TMHMM, LipoP and PSORT-B suggested that both genes
are located on the periplasmic side of the inner membrane. The TIGRFAM database also pulled
up the same TIGRFAM name and number for both genes of TIGR03407 and urea ABC
transporter. Furthermore, the Pfam database also pulled up the same Pfam name and number for
both genes: PF13458 and periplasmic binding protein. Both E-values were low, indicating
significance. Finally, both genes are involved in the same ABC transporter pathway. Lastly,
when run through the PDB database each gene had a hit. E. coli b3458 had a hit labeled 1US L-

leucine-binding protein which gave an e-value of exactly 0.00 while Mrub_2120 had a hit
labeled 4EVQ Crystal structure of ABC transporter from R. palustris - solute binding protein.
Both hits for E.coli b3458 and Mrub_2120 were indicative of their individual functions and roles
they play within the transport system.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 2. Mrub_2120 and E.coli b3458 both contain slightly different THM regions. Panel A is
the TMHMM for Mrub_2120. Panel B is the TMHMM for E.coli b3458. The predicted locations
for the two are that they are anchored to the periplasmic side of the inner membrane.

The plots shown in figure 2 are the hydropathy plots for both Mrub_2120 and E.coli
b3458. The red peaks on each plot are indicative of transmembrane helices. Mrub_2120 (Panel
A) contains two transmembrane helices while E.coli b3458 contains zero (Panel B),
demonstrating that the proteins could have different structures. The presence of transmembrane

helices suggests that the protein coded by Mrub_2120 may be embedded in or anchored to the
inner plasma membrane. The protein coded by b3458 is likely anchored to the periplasmic side
of the inner membrane because there was a slight TMH signal. Specifically, these genes are
believed to code for substrate binding proteins located in the periplasmic space.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 3. SignalP Data. Both the Mrub_2120 and E.coli b3458 contain a signal peptide and a
cleavage site. Panel A shows the plot for Mrub_2120. Panel B shows the plot for E.coli b3458.

SignalP graphs are displayed in figure 3 for both Mrub_2120 and E.coli b3458. The
cleavage sight for both were predicted. Mrub_2120 had a cleavage sight after amino acid 21
while E.coli b3456 had a cleavage sight after amino acid 23. The gathered information tells us
that both genes of interest contain a signal peptide further confirming the localization of both
Mrub_2120 and E.coli b3458 to the inner membrane.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 4. The given plots show the amino acid where the cleavage site is located, thus
confirming the presence of a signal peptide. Panel A show the LipoP prediction for Mrub_2120.
Panel B shows the LipoP prediction for E.coli b3458.
LipoP graphs are displayed in figure 4 for both Mrub_2120 and E.coli b3458.
Mrub_2120 was found to have a cleavage sight after amino acid 21 while E.coli b3458 one after

amino acid 23. The graph for Mrub_2120 also further confirmed the presence of transmembrane
helices while the graph for E.coli b3458 confirms the lack of transmembrane helices.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 5. The given graphs display the possible locations of the given genes of interest. Panel A
show the Phobius graph for Mrub_2120. Panel B shows the Phonius graph for E.coli b3458.
The Phobius graphs are displayed in figure 5 for both Mrub_2120 and E.coli b3458.
Mrub_2120 was found to fluctuate from the cytoplasm and non-cytoplasm as any transporter
would however, it is not localized in the cytoplasm. The E.coli b3458 Phobius graph displays

that it is strictly non-cytoplasmic. Both Phobius graphs also further confirm the presence of
signal peptides in both Mrub_2120 and E.coli b3458.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 6. Mrub_2120 and b3458 contain most of the same highly conserved amino acids. Both
genes code for the same domain Peripla_BP_6. Panel A shows the pairwise alignment for
Mrub_2120. Panel B shows the pairwise alignment for E.coli b3458.

The pairwise alignments shown above in figure 6 several similar highly conserved amino
acids. Both Mrub_2120 and E.coli b3458 contain a few highly conserved glycines toward the
beginning of their protein sequences. The fact that these two protein sequences share conserved
residues is yet another reason the two are orthologous to each other.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 7. Mrub_2120 and E.coli b3458 are both a part of an operon. Panel A is the Mrub_2120
gene sequence. Panel B is the E.coli b3458 gene sequence.

The gene sequences shown in figure 7 display that both Mrub_2120 and E.coli b3458 are
a part of an operon. The similar colors upstream and downstream are indicative of an the same
function and possibly pathway, indicating an operon is present. Mrub_2120 is in a light purple
shade indicative of membrane transport while E.coli b3458 is a light green indicative of its
involvement in amino acid metabolism. The evidence shown here further supports that these two
genes are orthologs.

Panel A

Panel B

Figure 8. Paralogs of Mrub_2120 and b3458. Panel A shows the results of a DB paralog search
through the KEGG database for Mrub_2120. Panel B is the results of the same search using
b3458.

The paralog data present in figure 8 depicts the known paralogs of the genes of interest.
Mrub_2120 was found to have two paralogs present while b3458 only had one. The relatively
close number of paralogs between these two genes is further evidence indicating that the two are
orthologous to each other.

Table 2. E.coli b3457 and Mrub_2121 are orthologs
Bioinformatics Tool Used

E.coli Gene b3457

Mrub_2121

BLAST against opposite
genome

Mrub_2121
Score: 92
E-value: 3e-22

Two results found but no
b3457

CDD Data

LivH (COG0559)
E-value: 4.91e-87

E-value:1.08e-52

Cell Localization

Embedded in the Cell Membrane

TIGRfam- Protein Family

urea_t_UrtC_arc: urea ABC transporter, perm (TIGR03409)
E-value: 2.4e-15

Pfam- Protein Family

E-value: 3.1e-31

BPD_transp_2 (PF02653)
E-value: 6.7e-71

Protein Database

No hits

KEGG Pathway Map

ABC Transporters
KEGG Number: 02010

E-value: 1e-40

Table 2 is a summary of all of the bioinformatics data collected in order to compare the
orthologs E.coli b3457 and Mrub_2121. The first row of data is the comparison of results after
running a BLAST against each gene. While the E.coli sequence BLAST against M. ruber had a

hit on the gene Mrub_2121 with a fairly low e-value, the BLAST of the Mrub_2121 sequence
show several hits but none that matched that of b3457. The next row shows the data collected
from the CDD when the BLAST was run. The CDD found the same name and COG number
when each of the gene sequences was run through the database. The COG number and name
were found to be COG0559 and LivH, respectively. Both genes also had very small e-values,
showing the significance of the results. Bioinformatics tools such as SignalP, THM, LipoP and
PSORT-B suggested that both genes are embedded in the cell membrane. The TIGRfam database
also pulled up the same TIGRfam name and number for both genes of TIGR03409 and urea
ABC transporter permease. Furthermore, the pfam database also pulled up the same pfam name
and number for both genes PF02653 and BPD_transp_2. Both e-values were low indicative of
significance. Finally, both genes are involved in the same ABC transporter pathway.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 9. Mrub_2121 and E.coli b3457 both contain similar THM regions. Panel A is the
TMHMM for Mrub_2121. Panel B is the TMHMM for E.coli b3457. The predicted locations for
the two are that they are embedded in the cell membrane.

The plots shown in figure 9 are the hydropathy plots for both Mrub_2121 and E.coli
b3457. The red peaks on each plot are indicative of transmembrane helices. Mrub_2121 (Panel
A) contains nine transmembrane helices while E.coli b3457 contains eight (Panel B),
demonstrating that the proteins are of similar structure. The presence of transmembrane helices
suggests that the proteins coded by these genes are localized/embedded in the cell membrane.
Specifically, these genes are believed to code for one of the TMD’s of the ABC transporter.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 10. Both the Mrub_2121 and E.coli b3457 both do not contain a cleavage site and
therefore also do not contain a signal peptide. Panel A shows the plot for Mrub_2121. Panel B
shows the plot for E.coli b3457.

SignalP graphs are displayed in figure 10 for both Mrub_2121 and E.coli b3457. There
was no cleavage sight predicted for Mrub_2121 or E.coli b3457. The gathered information tells
us that both genes of interest do not contain a signal peptide further confirming the localization
of both Mrub_2121 and E.coli b3457 to the cell membrane.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 11. The images produced from LipoP display that there are less than four putative
cleavage sites. Panel A show the LipoP prediction for Mrub_2121. Panel B shows the LipoP
prediction for E.coli b3457.
LipoP graphs are displayed in figure 11 for both Mrub_2121 and E.coli b3457. Neither
Mrub_2121 nor E.coli b3457 were shown to have signal peptides. The lack of a signal peptide
was indicated by the images produced by LipoP showing less than four putative cleavage sites
for both genes of interest.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 12. The given graphs display the possible locations of the given genes of interest. Panel
A show the Phobius graph for Mrub_2121. Panel B shows the Phonius graph for E.coli b3457.
The Phobius graphs displayed in figure 12 for both Mrub_2121 and E.coli b3457 are very
similar. Both Mrub_2121 and E.coli b3457 were found to fluctuate from the cytoplasm and noncytoplasm as any transporter would however, it is not localized in the cytoplasm. Both Phobius
graphs also further confirm the lack of signal peptides in both Mrub_2121 and E.coli b3457.

Panel A

Panel B

Figure 13. Mrub_2121 and E.coli b3457 are both a part of an operon. Panel A is the Mrub_2121
gene sequence. Panel B is the E.coli b3457 gene sequence.

The gene sequences shown in figure 13 display that both Mrub_2121 and E.coli b3457
are a part of an operon. The similar colors upstream and downstream are indicative of the same
function and possibly pathway, indicating an operon is present. Mrub_2121 is in a light purple
shade indicative of membrane transport while E.coli b3457 is a light green indicative of its
involvement in amino acid metabolism. The evidence shown here further supports that these two
genes are orthologs.

Panel A

Panel B

Figure 14. Mrub_2121 and b3457 contain most of the same highly conserved amino acids. Both
genes code for the same domain BPD_transp_2. Panel A shows the pairwise alignment for
Mrub_2121. Panel B shows the pairwise alignment for E.coli b3457.

The pairwise alignments shown above in figure 14 contain a lot of the same highly
conserved amino acids. Both Mrub_2121 and E.coli b3457 contain highly conserved alanine and
glycine toward the beginning of their protein sequences. The fact that these two protein
sequences share conserved residues is yet another reason the two are orthologous to each other.

Panel A

Panel B

Figure 15. Paralogs of Mrub_2121 and b3457. Panel A shows the results of a DB paralog search
through the KEGG database for Mrub_2121. Panel B is the results of the same search using
b3457.

The paralog data present in figure 15 depicts the known paralogs of the genes of
interest. Mrub_2121 was found to have twenty one paralogs present while b3457 only had seven.
While the number of paralogs between these two genes is quite different, these two genes are
still thought to be orthologous to each other given the other bioinformatics evidence.

Table 3. E.coli b3456 and Mrub_2122 are orthologs
Bioinformatics Tool Used

E.coli Gene b3456

Mrub_2122

BLAST against opposite
genome

Mrub_2122
Score: 82.4
E-value: 2e-18

b3456
Score: 77.8
E-value: 1e-16

CDD Data

LivM (COG4177)
E-value: 5.12e-53

E-value: 6.05e-78

Cell Localization

Embedded in the Cell Membrane

TIGRfam- Protein Family

urea_t_UrtC_arc: urea ABC transporter, perm (TIGR03727)
E-value: 1e-11

Pfam- Protein Family

E-value: 2.1e-09

BPD_transp_2 (PF02653)
E-value: 9e-60

Protein Database

No hits

KEGG Pathway Map

ABC Transporters
KEGG Number: 02010

E-value: 9.5e-42

Table 3 is a summary of all of the bioinformatics data collected in order to compare the
orthologs E.coli b3456 and Mrub_2122. The first row of data is the comparison of results after
running a BLAST against each gene. The E.coli sequence BLAST run against M.ruber had a hit
on the gene Mrub_2122 with a fairly low e-value and the BLAST of the Mrub_2122 sequence
against E.coli had a hit on the E.coli gene b3456. The next row shows the data collected from the
CDD when the BLAST was run. The CDD found the same name and COG number when each of
the gene sequences was run through the database. The COG number and name were found to be
COG4177 and LivM, respectively. Both genes also had very small e-values, showing the

significance of the results. Bioinformatics tools such as SignalP, TMHMM, LipoP and PSORT-B
suggested that both genes are embedded in the cell membrane. The TIGRfam database also
pulled up the same TIGRfam name and number for both genes of TIGR03727 and urea ABC
transporter permease. Furthermore, the Pfam database also pulled up the same Pfam name and
number for both genes PF02653 and BPD_transp_2. Both e-values were low indicative of
significance. Finally, both genes are involved in the same ABC transporter pathway (KEGG
02010).
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 16. Mrub_2122 and E.coli b3456 both contain similar THM regions. Panel A is the
TMHMM for Mrub_2122. Panel B is the TMHMM for E.coli b3456. The predicted location for
the two are that they are embedded in the cell membrane.

The plots shown in figure 16 are the hydropathy plots for both Mrub_2122 and E.coli
b3456. The red peaks on each plot are indicative of transmembrane helices. Mrub_2122 contains
eight transmembrane helices while E.coli b3456 contains ten. The structures are slightly different
but are believed to be functionally similar. Both plots are indicative of the protein coded by these
genes being found in the cell membrane. Specifically, these two genes are believed to make up
the second TMD of the branched-chain amino acid ABC transporter.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 17. Both the Mrub_2122 and E.coli b3456 contain a signal peptide and a cleavage site.
Panel A shows the plot for Mrub_2122. Panel B shows the plot for E.coli b3456.

SignalP graphs are displayed in figure 17 for both Mrub_2122 and E.coli b3456. The
cleavage sight for both was predicted. Mrub_2122 had a cleavage sight after amino acid 20 while
E.coli b3456 had a cleavage sight after amino acid 21. The gathered information tells us that both
genes of interest contain a signal peptide further confirming the localization of both Mrub_2122
and E.coli b3456 to the cell membrane.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 18. The given plots show the amino acid where the cleavage site is located, thus
confirming the presence of a signal peptide. Panel A show the LipoP prediction for Mrub_2122.
Panel B shows the LipoP prediction for E.coli b3456.
LipoP graphs are displayed in figure 18 for both Mrub_2122 and E.coli b3456.
Mrub_2122 was found to have a cleavage sight after amino acid 20 while E.coli b3456 has one
after amino acid 21. The graph for Mrub_2122 also further confirmed the presence of

transmembrane helices while the graph for E.coli b3456 confirms the lack of transmembrane
helices.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 19. The given graphs display the possible locations of the given genes of interest. Panel
A show the Phobius graph for Mrub_2122. Panel B shows the Phonius graph for E.coli b3456.
The Phobius graphs displayed in figure 19 for both Mrub_2122 and E.coli b3456 are very
similar. Both Mrub_2122 and E.coli b3456 were found to fluctuate from the cytoplasm and non-

cytoplasm as any transporter would however, it is not localized in the cytoplasm. Both Phobius
graphs also further confirm the presence of signal peptides in both Mrub_2122 and E.coli b3456.

Panel A

Panel B

Figure 20. Mrub_2122 and E.coli b3456 are both a part of an operon. Panel A is the Mrub_2122
gene sequence. Panel B is the E.coli b3456 gene sequence.

The gene sequences in figure 20 shows that both Mrub_2122 and E.coli b_456 are both a
part of an operon. The similar colors upstream and downstream are indicative of the same
function, indicating an operon is present. Mrub_2122 is in a light purple shade indicative of
membrane transport while E.coli b3456 is a light green indicative of its involvement in amino
acid metabolism. The evidence shown here supports the notion that these two genes are
orthologs.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 21. Mrub_2122 and b3456 contain most of the same highly conserved amino acids. Both
genes code for the same domain BPD_transp_2. Panel A shows the pairwise alignment for
Mrub_2122. Panel B shows the pairwise alignment for E.coli b3456.
The pairwise alignments shown above in figure 21 contain a variety of the same highly
conserved amino acids. Both Mrub_2122 and E.coli b3456 contain a highly conserved alanine
toward the beginning of their protein sequences. The fact that these two protein sequences share
conserved residues is yet another reason the two are orthologous to each other.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 22. Paralogs of Mrub_2122 and b3456. Panel A shows the results of a DB paralog search
through the KEGG database for Mrub_2122. Panel B is the results of the same search using
b3456.

The paralog data present in figure 22 depicts the known paralogs of the genes of
interest. Mrub_2122 was found to have nineteen paralogs present while b3456 only had six.
While the number of paralogs between these two genes is quite different, these two genes are
still thought to be orthologous to each other given the other bioinformatics evidence.

Table 4. E.coli b3455 and Mrub_2123 are orthologs
Bioinformatics tool used

E. coli b3455 gene

Mrub_2123 gene

BLAST against opposite
genome

Mrub_2123
Score: 176
E-value: 8e-56

b3455
Score: 69.3
E-value: 2e-15

CDD Data

LivG (COG0411)
E-value: 1.61e-139

Cell localization

E-value: 1.43e-107

Cytoplasm
urea_trans_UrtD: urea ABC transporter (TIGR03411)

TIGRfam - Protein family
E-value: 3.7e-65

E-value: 4.4e-71

ABC Transporter (PF0005)
Pfam - Protein family
E-value: 3.1e-32
Protein Database

No hits

KEGG Pathway Map

ABC Transporters
KEGG Number: 02010

E-value: 2.1e-12

Table 4 is a summary of all of the bioinformatics data collected in order the orthologs
E.coli b3455 and Mrub_2123. The first row of data is the comparison of results after running a
BLAST against each gene. The E.coli sequence BLAST run against M.ruber had a hit on the
gene Mrub_2123 with a fairly low e-value and the BLAST of the Mrub_2123 sequence against
E.coli had a hit on the E.coli gene b3455. The next row shows the data collected from the CDD
when the BLAST was run. The CDD found the same name and COG number when each of the
gene sequences was run through the database. The COG number and name were found to be
COG0411 and LivG, respectively. Both genes also had very small e-values, showing the
significance of the results. Bioinformatics tools such as SignalP, TMHMM, LipoP and PSORT-B
suggested that both E.coli b3455 and Mrub_2123 are localized in the cytoplasm. The TIGRfam
database also pulled up the same TIGRfam name and number for both genes of TIGR03411 and
urea ABC transporter. Furthermore, the Pfam database also pulled up the same Pfam name and
number for both genes PF0005 and ABC transporter. Both e-values were low indicative of
significance. Finally, both genes are involved in the same ABC transporter pathway (KEGG
02010).
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 23. Mrub_2123 and E.coli b3455 both contain similar TMH regions. Panel A is the
TMHMM for Mrub_2123. Panel B is the TMHMM for E.coli b3455. The predicted location for
the two are located in the cytoplasm.

The plots in figure 23 are hydropathy plots for both Mrub_2123 and E.coli b3455. The
red peaks on each plot are indicative of transmembrane helices. Both Mrub_2123 and E.coli
b3455 contain no transmembrane helices. Because both plots have zero TMHs it is indicative of
the protein coded by these genes being found in the cell membrane because it does not move in
and out of the cell. Specifically, it is believed that both of these genes are anchored to the
intracellular side of the inner plasma membrane. They are believed to encode one of the NBD’s
of the ABC transporter.

Panel A

Panel B

Figure 24. Both the Mrub_2123 and E.coli b3455 both do not contain a cleavage site and
therfore also do not contain a signal peptide. Panel A shows the plot for Mrub_2123. Panel B
shows the plot for E.coli b3455.

SignalP graphs are displayed in figure 24 for both Mrub_2123 and E.coli b3455. There
was no cleavage sight predicted for Mrub_2123 or E.coli b3455 had a cleavage. The gathered

information tells us that both genes of interest do not contain a signal peptide further confirming
the localization of both Mrub_2123 and E.coli b3455 to the cytoplasm.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 25. The images produced from LipoP display that there are less than four putative
cleavage sites. Panel A show the LipoP prediction for Mrub_2123. Panel B shows the LipoP
prediction for E.coli b3455.
LipoP graphs are displayed in figure 25 for both Mrub_2123 and E.coli b3455. Neither
Mrub_2123 nor E.coli b3455 were shown to have signal peptides. The lack of a signal peptide
was indicated by the images produced by LipoP showing less than four putative cleavage sites
for both genes of interest.

Panel A

Panel B

Figure 26. The given graphs display the possible locations of the given genes of interest. Panel
A show the Phobius graph for Mrub_2123. Panel B shows the Phonius graph for E.coli b3455.
The Phobius graphs displayed in figure 26 for both Mrub_2123 and E.coli b3455 are very
similar. Both Mrub_2123 and E.coli b3455 were found to fluctuate from the cytoplasm and noncytoplasm as any transporter would, however the graphs show us both are localized in the
cytoplasm. Both Phobius graphs also further confirm the lack of signal peptides in both
Mrub_2123 and E.coli b3455.

Panel A

Panel B

Figure 27. Mrub_2123 and b3455 contain most of the same highly conserved amino acids. Both
genes code for the same domain ABC transporter. Panel A shows the pairwise alignment for
Mrub_2123. Panel B shows the pairwise alignment for E.coli b3455.
The pairwise alignments shown above in figure 27 contain a variety of the same highly
conserved amino acids. Both Mrub_2123 and E.coli b3457 contain a highly conserved glycine
toward the beginning of where the protein sequences align. The fact that these two protein
sequences share a conserved residue is yet another reason the two are orthologous to each other.

Panel A

Panel B

Figure 28. The Mrub_2123 and E.coli b3455 genes are a part of an operon. Panel A is the
Mrub_2123 gene sequence. Panel B is the E.coli b3455 gene sequence.

The two genome sequences in figure 28 show that both Mrub_2123 and E.coli b3455 are
both a part of an operon. The similar colors upstream and downstream are indicative of the same

function, indicating an operon is present. Mrub_2123 is in a light purple shade indicative of
membrane transport while E.coli b3455 is a light green indicative of its involvement in amino
acid metabolism. The evidence shown here adds to the confirmation that these two genes are
orthologs.

Panel A

Panel B

Figure 29. Paralogs of Mrub_2123 and b3455. Panel A shows the results of a DB paralog search
through the KEGG database for Mrub_2123. Panel B is the results of the same search using
b3455.

The paralog data present in figure 29 depicts the known paralogs of the genes of
interest. Mrub_2123 was found to have seventy-two paralogs present while b3455 had seventy.
The relatively close number of paralogs between these two genes is further evidence indicating
that the two are orthologous to each other.

Table 5. E.coli b3454 and Mrub_2124 are orthologs
Bioinformatics tool used

E. coli b_3454 gene

Mrub_2124 gene

BLAST against opposite
genome

Mrub_2124
Score: 173
E-value: 4e-55

b3454
Score: 143
E-value: 1e-43

CDD Data

LivF (COG0410)
E-value: 5.11e-136

Cell localization

E-value: 7.80e-84

Anchored to cytoplasmic membrane
urea_trans_UrtE: urea ABC transporter (TIGR03410)

TIGRfam - Protein family
E-value: 4.7e-60

E-value: 2.5e-32

ABC Transporter (PF0005)
Pfam - Protein family
E-value: 3.3e-33
Protein Database

No hits

KEGG Pathway Map

ABC Transporters
KEGG Number: 02010

E-value: 7.4e-20

Table 5 is a summary of all of the bioinformatics data collected in order to compare the
orthologs E.coli b3454 and Mrub_2124. The first row of data is the comparison of results after
running a BLAST against each gene. The E.coli sequence BLAST run against M.ruber had a hit

on the gene Mrub_2124 with a fairly low e-value and the BLAST of the Mrub_2124 sequence
against E.coli had a hit on the E.coli gene b3454. The next row shows the data collected from the
CDD when the BLAST was run. The CDD found the same name and COG number when each of
the gene sequences was run through the database. The COG number and name were found to be
COG0410 and LivF, respectively. Both genes also had very small e-values, showing the
significance of the results. Bioinformatics tools such as SignalP, THM, LipoP and PSORT-B
suggested that both genes are anchored to the cytoplasmic membrane. The TIGRfam database
also pulled up the same TIGRfam name and number for both genes of TIGR03410 and urea
ABC transporter. Furthermore, the pfam database also pulled up the same pfam name and
number for both genes PF0005 and ABC transporter. Both e-values were low indicative of
significance. Finally, both genes are involved in the same ABC transporter pathway.

Panel A

Panel B

Figure 30. Mrub_2124 and E.coli b3454 both contain similar THM regions. Panel A is the
TMHMM for Mrub_2124. Panel B is the TMHMM for E.coli b3454. The predicted location for
the two are anchored to the cytoplasmic membrane.

The plots in figure 30 display the hydropathy plots for both Mrub_2124 and E.coli b3454.
Red peaks shown on each plot are indicative of a transmembrane helices being present. Both
Mrub_2124 and E.coli b3454 contain no transmembrane helices which is indicative of proteins
not embedded in the membrane. Specifically, it is believed that both of these genes are anchored
to the intracellular side of the inner plasma membrane. They are believed to encode the second
NBD of the branched-chain amino acid ABC transporter.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 31. Both the Mrub_2124 and E.coli b3454 both do not contain a cleavage site and
therefore also do not contain a signal peptide. Panel A shows the plot for Mrub_2124. Panel B
shows the plot for E.coli b3454.

SignalP graphs are displayed in figure 31 for both Mrub_2124 and E.coli b3454. There
was no cleavage sight predicted for Mrub_2124 or E.coli b3454 had a cleavage. The gathered
information tells us that both genes of interest do not contain a signal peptide further confirming
the localization of both Mrub_2124 and E.coli b3454 to the cytoplasmic membrane.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 32. The images produced from LipoP display that there are less than four putative
cleavage sites. Panel A show the LipoP prediction for Mrub_2124. Panel B shows the LipoP
prediction for E.coli b3454.
LipoP graphs are displayed in figure 32 for both Mrub_2124 and E.coli b3454. Neither
Mrub_2124 nor E.coli b3454 were shown to have signal peptides. The lack of a signal peptide
was indicated by the images produced by LipoP showing less than four putative cleavage sites
for both genes of interest.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 33. The given graphs display the possible locations of the given genes of interest. Panel
A show the Phobius graph for Mrub_2124. Panel B shows the Phonius graph for E.coli b3454.
The Phobius graphs displayed in figure 33 for both Mrub_2124 and E.coli b3454 are very
similar. Both Mrub_2124 and E.coli b3454 were found to fluctuate from the cytoplasm and noncytoplasm as any transporter would, however the graphs show us both are localized in the
cytoplasmic membrane. Both Phobius graphs also further confirm the lack of signal peptides in
both Mrub_2124 and E.coli b3454.
Panel A

Panel B

Figure 34. The Mrub_2124 and E.coli b3454 genes are a part of an operon. Panel A is the
Mrub_2124 chromosome viewer. Panel B is the E.coli b3454 chromosome viewer. Chromosome
viewer maps were colored by KEGG.

The panels shown in figure 34 display that both Mrub_2124 and E.coli b3454 are both a
part of an operon. The similar colors upstream and downstream are indicative of the same
function, indicating an operon is present. Mrub_2124 is in a light purple shade indicative of
membrane transport while E.coli b3454 is a light green indicative of its involvement in amino
acid metabolism. The evidence shown here supports the notion that these two genes are
orthologs.

Panel A

Panel B

Figure 35. Mrub_2124 and b3454 contain the same highly conserved amino acids at the
beginning of their alignment, both genes also code for the same domain ABC transporter. Panel
A shows the pairwise alignment for Mrub_2124. Panel B shows the pairwise alignment for E.coli
b3454.

The pairwise alignments shown above in figure 35 contain several of the same highly
conserved amino acids. They both contain a highly conserved serine and glycine at the beginning
of their alignments. Both Mrub_2124 and E.coli b3454 have the highly conserved amino acids,
further validating that the two are orthologs.

Panel A

Panel B

Figure 36. Paralogs of Mrub_2124 and b3454. Panel A shows the results of a DB paralog search
through the KEGG database for Mrub_2124. Panel B is the results of the same search using
b3454.

The paralog data present in figure 36 depicts the known paralogs of the genes of
interest. Mrub_2124 and b3454 both had seventy three hits. Since these two genes had an
identical number of paralogs, it is strong evidence that the two are orthologous to each other.

Conclusion:
Site-directed mutagenesis is a method that is used to make specific and intentional
changes to the DNA sequence of a gene and any gene products. In the case of our research, we
looked at the orthologs Mrub_2122 and E.coli b3456 and mutated their sequences using
NEBaseChanger (Biolabs; Betts and Russell, 2003).

Panel A

Panel C

Panel D

Panel B

Figure 37. Site-directed mutagenesis of Mrub_2122 and b3456. Panels A and B show the amino
acid sequences of Mrub_2122 and b3456, respectively. A 3-nucleotide deletion was made which
codes for a conserved glycine at positions 50 and 51 for Mrub_2122 and b3456, respectively.
Panel C shows the results of the M. ruber mutation. Panel D shows the results of the E. coli
mutation.
Figure 37 represents the intended mutations against the Mrub_2122 and the orthologous
b3456 in E. coli. Functional genomics will be performed using successfully mutated bacteria to
see how the mutations mentioned will affect branched-chain amino acid transport in M. ruber
and E. coli.
The E.coli b3458 and Mrub_2120 share all the same outputs produced from the CDD,
PFAM, TIGRfam and PDB databases. Both genes had the same CDD hit of LivK (COG0683)
with acceptable e-values of 2.40e-102 and 8.79e-59, respectively, indicating the significance of
the hits. Both genes also had the same PFAM hit of Periplasmic Binding Protein (PF13458) with
e-values of 1.7e-61 and 1.6e-71, respectively, indicating the significance of the hits. There was
also an identical hit for both genes in the TIGRfam database of urea_ABC_UrtA: urea ABC
transporter (TIGR03407) with e-values of 4.2e-4 and 7.8e-8, respectively, indicating the
significance of the hits. The cell localization data suggests that these genes are localized to the
periplasmic space and likely code for the substrate-binding protein that brings the branchedchain amino acids to the transporter, so they can be shuttled across the inner membrane to the
cytoplasm. Mrub_2120 was found to have two paralogs present while b3458 only had one using
the DB paralog search. This makes sense given the two are orthologous. Lastly, these two genes
were the only two that had hits in the PDB database which were the 4EVQ crystal structure of
ABC transporter solute binding protein in complex with 4-hydroxybenzoate with an e-value of
8.70812E-42 and the 1USG L-leucine-binding protein with an e-value of 0.00. Both of these

results were accurate as they indicate the functions of both genes and have e-values that make
them significant hits.
The E.coli b3457 and Mrub_2121 share all the same outputs produced from the CDD,
PFAM, TIGRfam and PDB databases. Both genes had the same CDD hit of LivH (COG0559)
With acceptable e-values of 4.91e-87 and 1.08e-52, indicating the significance of the hits. Both
genes also had the same PFAM hit of BPD_transp_2 (PF02653) with acceptable e-values of
6.7e-71 and 1e-40, indicating the significance of the hits. There was also an identical hit for both
genes in the TIGRfam database of urea_t_UrtC_arc: urea ABC transporter, perm (TIGR03409)
with acceptable e-values of 2.4e-15 and 3.1e-31, indicating the significance of the hits. The cell
localization data suggests that these genes are localized/embedded in the inner plasma membrane
and likely code for one of the TMD’s of the transporter. Lastly, these two genes had no hits
within the PDB database indicating that that have yet to be crystallized.
The E.coli b3456 and Mrub_2122 share all the same outputs produced from the CDD,
PFAM, TIGRfam and PDB databases. Both genes had the same CDD hit of LivM (COG4177)
with acceptable e-values of 5.12e-53 and 6.05e-78, indicating the significance of the hits. Both
genes also had the same PFAM hit of BPD_transp_2 (PF02653) with acceptable e-values of 9e60 and 9.5e-42, indicating the significance of the hits. There was also an identical hit for both
genes in the TIGRfam database of urea_t_UrtC_arc: urea ABC transporter, perm (TIGR03727)
with acceptable e-values of 1e-11 and 2.1e-09, indicating the significance of the hits. The cell
localization data suggests that these genes are localized/embedded in the inner plasma membrane
and likely code for one of the TMD’s of the transporter. Lastly, these two genes had no hits
within the PDB database indicating that that have yet to be crystallized.

The E.coli b3455 and Mrub_2123 share all the same outputs produced from the CDD,
PFAM, TIGRfam and PDB databases. Both genes had the same CDD hit of LivG (COG0411)
With acceptable e-values of 1.61e-139 and 1.43e-107, indicating the significance of the hits.
Both genes also had the same PFAM hit of ABC Transporter (PF0005) with acceptable e-values
of 3.1e-32 and 2.1e-12, indicating the significance of the hits. There was also an identical hit for
both genes in the TIGRfam database of urea_trans_UrtD: urea ABC transporter (TIGR03411)
with acceptable e-values of 3.7e-65 and 4.4e-71, indicating the significance of the hits. The cell
localization data suggests that these genes are localized to the cytoplasm and likely code for one
of the NBD’s of the transporter. Mrub_2123 was found to have seventy two paralogs present
while b3455 had seventy using the DB paralog search. This makes sense given the two are
orthologous. Lastly, these two genes had no hits within the PDB database indicating that that
have yet to be crystallized.
The E.coli b3454 and Mrub_2124 share all the same outputs produced from the CDD,
PFAM, TIGRfam and PDB databases. Both genes had the same CDD hit of LivF (COG0410)
With acceptable e-values of 5.11e-136 and 7.80e-84, indicating the significance of the hits. Both
genes also had the same PFAM hit of ABC Transporter (PF0005) with acceptable e-values of
3.3e-33 and 7.4e-20, indicating the significance of the hits. There was also an identical hit for
both genes in the TIGRfam database of urea_t_UrtE: urea ABC transporter (TIGR03410) with
acceptable e-values of 4.7e-60 and 2.5e-32, indicating the significance of the hits. The cell
localization data suggests that these genes are localized to the cytoplasm and likely code for one
of the NBD’s of the transporter. Both b3454 and Mrub_2124 had 73 hits using the DB paralog
search. This would make sense given the two are orthologous. Lastly, these two genes had no
hits within the PDB database indicating that that have yet to be crystallized.

This project is part of the Meiothermus ruber genome analysis project, which predicts
gene function using the bioinformatics tools collected under the umbrella of the Guiding
Education through Novel Investigation–Annotation Collaboration Toolkit (GENI-ACT). This
study analyzed the genes Mrub_2120, Mrub_2121, Mrub_2122, Mrub_2123 and Mrub_2124
which can be translated to livK, livH, livM, livG and livF, respectively. Together, these genes
form an operon encoding for an ABC transporter that selectively transports branched-chain
amino acids across the intracellular plasma membrane of bacteria. Additionally, the suspected
orthologs of these genes were analyzed in E. coli as well: b3458, b3457, b3456, b3455 and
b3454, respectively. Upons analysis, it was found that Mrub_2120, Mrub_2121, Mrub_2122,
Mrub_2123 and Mrub_2124 are orthologs of b3458, b3457, b3456, b3455 and b3454,
respectively. Both operons make up the branched-chain amino acid transporter that shuttles
leucine, isoleucine and valine from the periplasmic space to the cytoplasm in gram-negative
bacteria.
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